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ADDON A10

Softly shaped 
multiroom

PRODUCT INFORMATION



AUDIO PRO A10 - Compact WiFi Wireless Multiroom Speaker - Works with Alexa - HiFi
Colours: Light Grey, Dark Grey

SOFTLY SHAPED MULTIROOM

SPECIFICATIONS

Type: Wireless multiroom speaker
Amplifier: Digital Class D, 52 W
Tweeter: 1 x 1,25" BMR driver
Woofer: 1 x 3", long throw
Passive radiators: Dual 2 x 4.5"
Frequency range: 55–20.000 Hz
Crossover frequency: 300 Hz
Dimensions HxWxD: 193 x 140 x 140 mm
Wall bracket insert nut: M6
Inputs: WiFi, Bluetooth V4.0 and Aux In 3.5 mm
Wireless network compatibility: 802.11 b/g/n, 2.4 GHz only
Supported audio formats: MP3, WMA, AAC, FLAC, Apple 
Lossless
Power consumption WiFi/STBY/ON: 1.8 W–0.3 W–3 W

ADDON A10
A small and round speaker with fabric front that 
makes a space savvy addition to the smaller 
room. The speaker has an astonishing sound, 
despite its compact size, due to unconventional 
use of dedicated woofer and a its BMR tech-
nique.

TOP 3 FEATURES:
- Wireless multiroom and bluetooth 
- 4 WiFi presets 
- Wall-mountable

ADDON A10
A speaker with a modest footprint and round-
ed design, that makes a space savvy addition 
to the smaller room. The fabric front perfectly 
complements modern interior design trends 
with the choice of two shades of grey, allowing 
a complete colour-match for your home.  

The speaker has an astonishing sound, despite 
its compact size. The unconventional use of 
a dedicated woofer, and the BMR technique 
makes it possible to get both deep bass as well 
as clear details in your highs and midrange. 

MULTIROOM
Multiroom sound and multi person usage. Group 
and play, play all together or not. You choose.

APP CONTROL
It’s easy to use. We know everybody says this, 
but this app truly is. From lightning fast setup to 
using, it’s all smooth sailing.

TOP 3 FEATURES:
WIRELESS MULTIROOM AND BLUETOOTH 
Wireless multiroom and bluetooth in compact 
size. Multiroom sound and multi person usage. 
WIFI PRESETS
4 presets give you easy access to your favourite 
playlists and radio channels.

WALL-MOUNTABLE
The A10 can be mounted on a wall. Wall brack-
ets are sold separately.






